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The circuit and ‘financialisation’
I Theory of the monetary circuit developed to represent

a simpler world
I Based on Marx’s circuit of capital and Keynes’

monetary theory of production
I Firms borrow to finance production, workers save,

banks and financial markets intermediate
I Recent updates to theory for era of ‘fincancialisation’

(Passarella, 2012, Sawyer, 2013, Seccareccia, 2013).

The crux of the matter is that a methodological
framework that takes the aggregate monetary
circuit as its basic unit of analysis is simply not
flexible enough to accomodate the new reality of
financialisation

Lysandrou (2014)
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The circuit in the shadows

I May be correct that aggregate monetary circuit in
isolation no longer sufficient.

I Basic unit of analysis: borrower–bank–lender
triangular relationship still fundamental

I Macroeconomic circuit needs to be updated with
microeconomic structure reflecting institutional
realities of modern finance

I Two key features:
I Sectoral balances now fragmented – need to cope

with heterogeneity within sectors
I Shadow banking system – interface between banks

and the market.

I Increasing importance of final finance versus initial
finance?
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Traditional monetary circuit

Source: Seccareccia (2012)
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‘Financialised’ monetary circuit

Source: Seccareccia (2012)
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Sectoral balances
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NFC liability issuance
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NFC financial sources & uses
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Definition of shadow banks

I Differences on how to define shadow banking
I By type of institution: e.g pension funds, hedge

funds, money market funds
I By type of activity: e.g securitisation, repo,

collateralised lending
I By Regulatory position: e.g. maturity and credit

transformation without deposit insurance, access to
lender of last resort

I D’Arista and Schlesinger (1993) coined phrase
“Parallel Banking System”
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Shadow banks

Figure: Source: IMF Global Financial Stability Report,
October 2014 10 / 30



Shadow Banks

I What is wrong with diagram in previous slide?
I What is “money”?
I Why is flow into banks labelled “deposits” and flow

into other financial instutitions labelled “money”?
I “Loans” refers to both new loan creation and transfer

of already existing loans between balance sheets.

I Sources of confusion
I Lack of care with terminology: what does “money”

refer to?
I Failure to distinguish different monetary forms:

Mehrling’s “hiereaarchy of money”
I Exogenous money
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Hierarchy of money

The net payments of dealers and money funds,
and those of all other actors in the broader
financial ecosystem, are settled using demand
deposits, and net deposit flows between banks are
settled via transfers of reserves between banks’
reserve accounts maintained at the central bank.

The vast majority of credit and money claims in
the ecosystem begin life as a loan and the creation
of a demand deposit in equal amounts.

Poszar, (2014), ‘Shadow Banking: The Money View’, pp. 9,
33.
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‘Shadow money’
I Argument that liabilities of shadow banks are new

form of money (Pozsar, 2011; Gorton and Metrick,
2012; Stein, 2012; Poszar, 2014; Gabor, 2015)

I ‘Shadow money’: short-term securities, overnight
repo, MMF deposits

I Poszar presents four-way hierarchy of shadow
money based on:

I Backstop: public (deposit insurance) or private
(derivatives-based hedging and insurance)

I Collateral: public (Treasuries) or private
I Money because convertable on demand at par
I Combination of collateralised lending, haircuts and

mark-to-market accounting have potential to amplify
liquidity crises: ‘shadow bank runs’.

I From a circuitist perspective, the liabilities of shadow
banks are not money.
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Circuit theory with shadow banks

Several tasks required:

I Locate triangular credit relationships originating
with bank money creation

I Distinguish initial finance from final finance
I Linkages between ultimate borrowers and lenders and

financial institutions and markets.
I Linkages between banks and shadow banks.
I Linkages between shadow banks and markets

I Map use of bank-issued money and state-issued
money within shadow banking system

I Consider significance of so-called shadow
money—distinguish types of money by function.
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Functions of money

I Circuitists and Post Keynesians have emphasised
different functions of money (Fontana, 2000)

I Circuitists → means of payment
I Post Keynesians → store of value (uncertainty)

What private commercial banks do as financial
intermediaries is to expand the total quantity of
money, while conserving the quantity of state
issued money, by hiring out money’s function as a
medium of exchange for set periods of time and
for a set interest charge.

Lysandrou (2015, p. 10)
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Functions of money

I Shadow bank liabilities attempt to replicate store of
value function played by state money.

I Demand for money as store of value exceeds that of
means of payment.
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Functions of money

Issuer Function Theory
State Unit of account Wicksell/NCM
Banks Means of payment Circuitists
Shadow Banks Store of value Post Keynesians
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Circuit with shadow banks

Financial
Markets
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Banks

Debtors Creditors

Goods
Market

Secondary
Asset Market
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‘Internal’ and ‘external’ shadow

money
I Often assumed that wholesale funding refers to

inter-bank market.

I But much is external funding of financial system

I Rise of institutional cash pools to over $5tn

I Distinction between internal “shadow money” and
external “shadow money”

I ‘Internal’ shadow money
I Credit relationships between financial intermediaries
I Logically nets to zero: disappears from consolidated

macroeconomic balance sheets

I ‘External’ shadow money
I Liabilities of shadow banks held by non-financial

intermediaries; cash pools
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Institutional cash pools
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Macro structure

Assets Liabilities
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Concluding remarks

I Banking system as a ‘leverage generator’ for shadow
banking system

I Shadow banking system as ‘leverage silo’ for banking
system

I Mechanism to accomodate rising leverage without
raising investment, ouput and employment

I Division between banks/shadow banks—dichotomy
between money as means of payment and money as
store of value.

I Two types of shadow bank ‘money’: ‘internal shadow
money’ and ‘external shadow money’

I But “shadow money” isn’t really money!

I Latter represent approx $5tn of ‘cash pools’
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Concluding remarks

I ‘Financialisation’ is not a rise in speculation

I Neither is it about rentiers extracting funds that
otherwise could be invested

I Fundamentally driven by and reinforces income and
wealth concentration

[Cash pools] reflect imbalances in the distribution
of present incomes—between countries with
current account surpluses and deficits, between
capital and labor, and as a result of an
increasingly large share of savings being managed
by ever fewer asset managers.

Poszar (2014), p. 61
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